
      MEDITATIONS ON THE TRUE CHRISTIAN LIFE

        ...."This book of the law [the Word of God] shall not depart from [always be in] your
mouth, but you shall meditate on it day and night, so that you may be careful [take heed] to do
according to all that is written in it; for THEN you will make your way prosperous, and THEN
you will have success".... Joshua 1:8 NASB
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                                         The Father Fact

* The Father Fact and the Family Fact are the two mightiest facts of the Bible;
the Plan of Redemption swings about this twofold center.

These two basic facts of revelation have been covered by the verbiage of
Theological speculation.

The whole Plan of Redemption is:

First, the Father God's Dream for a Family.

Second, Redemption from a Sin Catastrophe.

Third, the Dream Coming True.

Fourth, the Family Home, the New Heavens and the New Earth.

The entire Plan of Redemption is a revelation of the heart-hunger and
loneliness of the great Father God; the first step in this stupendous drama of
Creation was God's dream and His blueprints of Man's beautiful Home.

No prospective husband-father ever dreamed more ardently of the home-
nest than did the Father God dream over the contemplated home of His child —
the human: so He took ages on ages to build an earth-home, to store it with
treasures that only His mind could conceive and His power create.

After He had perfected an earth, He placed the stars and suns and moons
and wonderful constellations throughout space> and to each of these seen as well
as unseen worlds He Fastened the earth by the invisible cords of gravitation.



Each star and constellation is held in its place by the word of His power, and
each one has a regular course marked out over which it travels.

Each star and planet, each constellation and group has its own office work
to perform for the earth, God's wonderful home for His human, His child, His
family.
  


